Planets are built from planetesimals: solids larger than a kilometer which grow by colliding pairwise. Planetesimals themselves are unlikely to form by two-body collisions; sub-km objects have gravitational fields individually too weak, and electrostatic attraction is too feeble for growth beyond a few cm. We review the possibility that planetesimals form when self-gravity brings together vast ensembles of small particles. Even when self-gravity is weak, aerodynamic processes can accumulate solids relative to gas, paving the way for gravitational collapse. Particles pile up as they drift radially inward. Gas turbulence stirs particles, but can also seed collapse by clumping them. While the feedback of solids on gas triggers vertical shear instabilities that obstruct self-gravity, this same feedback triggers streaming instabilities that strongly concentrate particles. Numerical simulations find that solids ∼10-100 cm in size gravitationally collapse in turbulent disks. We outline areas for progress, including the possibility that still smaller objects self-gravitate.
INTRODUCTION
The nebular hypothesis-that planets coalesce from disks of gas and dust orbiting young stars-is confirmed today in broad outline. Protoplanetary disks of ages 1-10 Myr are now studied routinely ( Figure 1 ; Watson et al. 2007 ). They contain enough mass to spawn planets like those detected around hundreds of Gyr-old stars (Jones et al. 2008 ). Debris disks, observable via dust generated from collisions between larger parent bodies, bridge our understanding in the 10-100 Myr interval (Wyatt 2008 ). These parent bodies may represent first-generation planetesimals, the building blocks of planets. Our Solar System may preserve a record of planet formation, in the size distributions of asteroids (Morbidelli et al. 2009 ) and Kuiper belt objects (Pan & Sari 2005 ).
The remarkable journey that disk solids make in growing from microscopic dust to Earth-mass (M ⊕ ) planets divides into three legs. At the smallest sizes ∼ < cm, chemical bonds and van der Waals forces enable grains to stick to one another. At the largest sizes ≫ km, gravity promotes growth. Pairs of objects coagulate upon colliding because their gravity is strong enough to retain collision fragments.
At intermediate sizes lies the domain of planetesimal formation. It presents the most challenging of terrains; here grain surfaces are insufficiently sticky and the gravity of a single object too feeble. Safronov (1969) kindled the hope that where the individual fails, the collective might succeed: if solid particles have a large enough density en masse, their gravity can draw them together. The many calculations seeking to realize this vision are the subject of our review.
An incompressible fluid body in hydrostatic equilibrium, orbiting a star of mass M * at distance r, has sufficient self-gravity to resist disruption by the star's tidal gravitational field if its density exceeds the Roche value ρ Roche ≈ 3.5M * /r 3 (Chandrasekhar 1987 ). Though we will see that the effects of selfgravity manifest at arbitrarily low densities ( §5.2), the Roche density is a fine benchmark against which to measure progress towards forming planetesimals, and we will use it as such. It is a formidably large density, 2-3 orders of magnitude greater than typical densities at disk midplanes ( §2). Safronov (1969) , and independently Goldreich & Ward (1973, hereafter GW) , proposed that densities approaching Roche (actually a factor of 20 smaller, see §5.1) could be achieved by having dust settle vertically and accumulate in a thin "sublayer" at the midplane. Weidenschilling (1980) pointed out that large densities were not so easily achieved-that turbulence generated by vertical shear across the sublayer would halt settling and prevent gravitational instability (GI). GW appreciated that the sublayer would be turbulent, but overlooked the decisive impact of turbulence on the layer's thickness and density.
This stalemate has been broken-indeed the entire playing field redrawn-in the last decade by abandoning three assumptions. First, the height-integrated surface density ratio of dust to gas need not be solar. Enriching the disk in metals, say by photoevaporation of gas (Throop & (Sekiya 1998 , YS, Chiang 2008 . Second, turbulence, of whatever origin, is not always the enemy of GI. Magneto-rotational tubulence is observed in numerical simulations to generate long-lived structures in gas that can trap particles (Fromang & Nelson 2005 , Johansen et al. 2006b ). Third, gas drags particles, but by Newton's Third Law, particles also drag gas. Properly accounting for the backreaction of particles on gas leads to powerful drag instabilities that can concentrate particles and seed GI (Goodman & This review is organized as follows. Section 2 establishes order-of-magnitude properties of protoplanetary disks using an up-to-date model for the minimummass solar nebula. Attention is paid to primitive chondritic meteorites. Section 3 gives a primer on the aerodynamics of grains, treating gas drag in the "test particle" limit where backreaction is neglected. We discuss how grain dynamics are affected by gas turbulence. Section 4 describes the extent to which grains can grow by sticking. Section 5 rehearses and comments on Toomre's criterion for GI-and how the criterion is removed when self-gravity is combined with gas drag. Section 6 treats sublayer shearing instabilities. Section 7 introduces secular drag instabilities that concentrate particles without recourse to self-gravity. We offer new insights into Goodman & Pindor's (2000) toy model for drag instabilities. Section 8 outlines the nonlinear outcome of GI, describing breakthrough numerical simulations. Finally, a summary is supplied in Section 9, where we also list a few forefront problems. Our study is peppered throughout with calculations that readers are encouraged to reproduce-and improve.
Our review complements others in the field of planet formation. Blum & Wurm (2008) do more justice than we have to the growth of particle aggregates by grain-grain sticking. Goldreich et al. (2004) provide a pedagogical and cutting-edge review of protoplanet accretion by gravitationally focussed, pairwise collisions. For a review of planetesimal formation that overlaps ours and covers some topics in greater detail, see the Les Houches lectures by Youdin (2008) .
PROTOPLANETARY DISKS
A starting point for calculations is the minimum-mass solar nebula (MMSN), derived by adding enough H and He to solar system planets to restore them to solar composition, and spreading the augmented masses into abutting annuli centered on their orbits (e.g., Weidenschilling 1977b ). This exercise is uncertain, since estimates of the total "metal" (non-H and non-He) content of Jupiter range from 10 to 42 M ⊕ ; for Saturn the range is 15 to 30 M ⊕ (Guillot 2005) . Even if these uncertainties were reduced, it is unlikely our solar system formed strictly from the MMSN. The conversion of disk metals into planets cannot be 100% efficient, and current planetary orbits may differ significantly from their original ones (e.g., Malhotra 1993). Moreover a major theme of this review is that planetesimal formation may require the metal fraction to evolve to values greater than that of the bulk Sun, at least in certain regions of the disk. Thus the utility of the MMSN lies in providing a baseline for discussing real-world complications, and in establishing orders of magnitude.
For numerical estimates in this review, we adopt a disk surface density:
(1)
where subscripts g and p denote gas and particles (condensed metals), respectively. Our MMSN (F = 1, Z rel = 1), uses the updated condensate mass fraction for Solar abundances of 0.015 (Lodders 2003) . When methane ice sublimates above temperature T ≈ 41 K, Z rel = 0.78; above ∼182 K, water and all other ices are lost so that Z rel = 0.33 (Lodders 2003 Integrated to r = 100 AU, eq. (1) yields a mass of 0.03F M ⊙ . Astronomical observations of disks orbiting Myr-old, Sun-like stars suggest they contain 0.001-0.1 M ⊙ = 1-100 M J of gas and dust (Andrews & Williams 2005) . Disk masses are derived from mm-wave radiation from dust, located ∼100 AU from host stars. From the dust emission is calculated a dust mass, and from the dust mass a gas mass is extrapolated assuming a solar dust-to-gas ratio. The gas mass thus imputed is uncertain because the disk metallicity is not known, and because the modeled dust mass depends on an unknown grain size distribution. Disk masses may be systematically underestimated because grains may have grown to sizes ≫ mm and would therefore be practically invisible at sub-cm wavelengths (e.g., Hartmann et al. 2006 ).
Based on their near-ultraviolet excess emission (Calvet & Gullbring 1998) , young Sun-like stars accrete gas from disks at a typical rateṀ * ∼ 10 −8 M ⊙ yr −1 (e.g., Hartmann et al. 2006) . Accretion implies that disk gas cannot everywhere be static ("passive"). Mass is transported inward by the outward transport of angular momentum, either by turbulence or by ordered flows (Frank et al. 2002) . The transport mechanism-or, as is commonly stated, the origin of disk viscosityremains obscure, with proposals ranging from turbulence driven by the magnetorotational instability (MRI; Balbus 2009) to vortices (Lithwick 2009 ) to gravitational torques (Vorobyov & Basu 2008) . When transport is local, our ignorance is encapsulated in the parameter α (e.g., Frank et al. 2002) , the ratio of the local shear stress to the total pressure. Crude, disk-averaged values of α ∼ 10 −2 are inferred from observations ofṀ * vs. age (Calvet et al. 2000) .
Accretion may be restricted to certain radii and times, as in models that rely upon the MRI-not all of the disk may be sufficiently ionized to couple to magnetic fields (e.g., Bai Magnetically inert regions are called "dead zones" (Gammie 1996) . Whether planetesimals form in active or passive regions of the disk is an outstanding question. This review will explore both cases.
The fraction of stars with near-infrared excess emission attributable to optically thick, gaseous disks decreases from near unity at stellar ages ∼ < 1 Myr, to ∼ < 5% at ∼ > 10 Myr (Hernández et al. 2008 , Hillenbrand 2005 . Whatever combination of accretion, photoevaporation, and planet formation is responsible for this observed decline, giant planets-including ice giants, which contain more hydrogen than can be explained by accretion of hydrated solids (Lissauer & Stevenson 2007 )-must form within several Myr before the gas dissipates. The same deadline characterizes planetesimal formation, since the ice giants, which by mass are 80-90% rock and ice, coagulated from planetesimals.
Current models set the formation of solar system giant planets within a disk with more solids, and sometimes more gas, than the MMSN. Goldreich et al. (2004) identify Neptune and Uranus with "isolation-mass" oligarchs at r ≈ 20-30 AU, requiring F Z rel ≈ 6. 1 Lissauer et al. (2009) prefer F Z rel ≈ 3.5 at r ≈ 5 AU, so that Jupiter's core can accrete its gaseous envelope within 3 Myr.
At the midplane of a passive disk-one heated solely by stellar radiation-the gas temperature, scale height, and density are approximately
These are adapted from Chiang & Goldreich (1997) , adjusted for a disk obeying (1)-(2), orbiting a young star of mass M * = 1M ⊙ , radius R * = 1.7R ⊙ , and temperature T * = 4350 K. Thus in our MMSN, water ice starts to condense outside ∼0.4 AU, and methane freezes outside ∼12 AU. More detailed models of passive disks are reviewed by Dullemond et al. (2007) . Turbulent accretion can give higher midplane temperatures. The density and thermal structure of active disks depends on the assumed viscosity profile, α(r). One model is that of D'Alessio et al. (2001) , which assumes α(r) = constant and is tailored to fit broadband spectra and reflected light images. For simplicity, estimates in this review employ (1)-(5) for both active and passive disks.
What do astronomical observations tell us about grain sizes? In disk surface layers directly illuminated by optical light from host stars, grain sizes are 1-10 µm, as deduced from mid-infrared silicate emission bands (Natta et al. 2007) , and from scattered light images at similar wavelength (McCabe et al. 2003) . Surface grains have settled vertically, residing at heights z above the midplane of 1-3h g (Chiang et al. 2001 ); for a disk in which dust and gas are well mixed, z/h g ≈ 4-5. At disk midplanes, mm to cm-sized grains are routinely invoked to match mm to 1 A protoplanet of mass Mp becomes "isolated" when it has accreted an annulus of disk material having a width about 5× the radius of its Hill sphere, RH ≈ [Mp/(3M * )] 1/3 r (e.g., Greenberg et al. 1991) . The average density of the planet spread through its Hill sphere is of order ρ Roche ≈ 3.5M * /r 3 .
cm-wave spectra and images (e.g., D'Alessio et al. 2001 , Testi et al. 2003 ).
The most primitive meteorites, of nearly solar photospheric composition except in volatile elements, also offer data on particle sizes. Confounding meteoriticists and astronomers alike is why up to ∼90% of their volume is filled with chondrules: once molten, 0.1-mm to cm-sized spheres that solidified 4.57 Gyr ago (e.g., Hewins 1996) . Chondrule petrology is consistent with their having been heated just above liquidus for less than minutes, and having cooled for hours to days. The heating mechanism is not known; nebular shocks are suspected, but the origin of such shocks is debated (Desch et al. 2005) . Chondrules might well have been the building blocks of the first-generation planetesimals, brought together by self-gravity. That ∼10% of chondrules are binaries which collided and fused while still partially molten implies that when chondrules were suspended in space, they had large collective densities (Gooding & Keil 1981) , possibly exceeding the Roche value. Extremely dusty environments are also indicated by the retention of volatiles in chondrules (Alexander et al. 2008 ).
AERODYNAMICS OF INDIVIDUAL PARTICLES
Gas drags particles. The degree of coupling is measured by the dimensionless stopping time τ s ≡ Ω K t s , where Ω K is the Keplerian angular velocity and
measures how long it takes a particle of mass m, radius s, and internal density ρ s to have its speed v rel relative to gas be reduced by order unity. The gas sound speed is c g . Particles are well entrained in gas when τ s ≪ 1. We have given the two cases for the drag force F D most relevant for planetesimal formation: Epstein's (1924) law of free molecular drag, arising from the
in momentum fluxes received by the windward and leeward faces of the particle, and Stokes drag for low Reynolds number Re ≡ sv rel /(λc g ). Given (5), the mean free path for collisions between gas molecules is λ ≈ 0.5F −1 (r/AU) 39/14 cm. 2 Other cases for F D are given by Adachi et al. (1976) and Weidenschilling (1977a) . For F = 2 and ρ s = 1 g/cm 3 , marginally coupled bodies (τ s = 1) have s = s 1 increasing from 35 to 120 cm in the Stokes regime as r runs from 1 to 7 AU; thereafter s 1 declines with r in the Epstein regime, with s 1 ≈ 13 cm at 30 AU.
Gas and dust move at different velocities because pressure gradients barely accelerate particles with ρ s ≫ ρ g . For the moment, let us neglect turbulence, and assume the collective particle density ρ p ≪ ρ g so we can ignore the backreaction of dust on gas. Then the azimuthal gas velocity v gφ obeys
2 We use a constant molecular cross section, σ(H2) ≈ 2 × 10 −15 cm 2 , that reproduces the dynamical viscosity µ at 200 K. But constant σ(H2) assumes µ ∝ √ T , which fails for T ∼ < 70 K, the Sutherland constant for H2. At colder temperatures µ ∝ T 3/2 so that σ(H2) ∝ T −1 (Chapman & Cowling 1970) . For simplicity we neglect the lower values of viscosity and λ that this effect would produce in cold regions.
Pressure P ≈ ρ g c 2 g makes the gas rotate more slowly than the local Keplerian
using the thin disk approximation c g /v K = h g /r ≪ 1. While ηv K ∼ c 2 g /v K is independent of total disk mass and is nearly independent of r, it increases in hotter disks, perhaps to ∼ > 50 m s −1 . An individual particle seeks to orbit at the full v K . Thus it normally experiences a headwind, except possibly where there are variations to the power-law descent of P (r), as considered at the end of §3.1.2.
Particle Drifts and Consequences

Laminar Drift Speeds
In a passive disk, a particle settles vertically to the midplane and, on longer timescales, drifts radially inward as the headwind saps its angular momentum. The following is drawn from Youdin (2008, see also Nakagawa et al. 1986 ). If we neglect backreaction, the cylindrical components of the gas velocity are v gr = 0, v gz = 0, and v gφ ≡ (1 − η)Ω K r. In z, the particle's equation of motion readsz
where the last term accounts for stellar gravity, for z ≪ r. For τ s ≪ 1, the particle settles at terminal velocity −Ω 2 K zt s . For τ s ≫ 1, the particle behaves as a lightly damped harmonic oscillator whose amplitude decays as e −t/(2ts ) . A characteristic time for settling, valid for all τ s , is
In r and φ,r
Writingφ = Ω K + δv φ /r where |δv φ | ≪ Ω K r, we approximateφ ≈Ω K ≈ −3Ω Kṙ /(2r) and drop |r| ≪ |ṙ/t s |. Both approximations can be checked a posteriori. To first order in δv φ ,ṙ
The time for radial drift, t r ≡ |r/ṙ|, is ∼η −1 longer than t z . Both times are minimized, and velocities relative to gas are maximized at ∼ηv K , for marginally coupled bodies. This is the well-known problem that boulders having sizes s 1 ≈ m drift towards the star in min(t r ) ∼ (ηΩ K ) −1 ∼ 200(r/ AU) 13/14 yr, too quickly to form planets.
Pileups and Pressure Traps
As particles of a given size drift inward, they tend to "pile up," increasing Σ p /Σ g (YS, Youdin & Chiang 2004 ); see Figure 2 . Their inward mass flux decreases with decreasing r if Epstein drag applies and the outer regions are not already depleted in solids. Idealized pile-ups march inward on the drift timescale with increasing amplitude. The actual ability of particles to pile up coherently will be affected by ongoing evolution of the particle size distribution and by any disk turbulence. Youdin & Chiang (2004) explore one prescription for turbulent viscosity predicated on the KHI that amplifies pile-ups, but its basis is unproven; see §5.2.3 of Garaud & Lin (2004) . Stepinski & Valageas (1996) show, by combining the drift and turbulent diffusion of particles (see §3.2) with the viscous evolution of Σ g , that the solids-to-gas ratio in a disk evolves, and often increases, as it accretes onto the star.
A special pile-up of dust could occur just inside an ice-line (e.g. Ida & Lin 2008) . When "dirty snowballs" drift towards and evaporate inside the ice-line, they unleash small dust grains that may accumulate there (see Ciesla & Cuzzi 2006 , who included this effect in a coagulation model). Furthermore, the ice-line may act as a "cold trap": vapor that diffuses radially outward and crosses the line will condense and accumulate (Stevenson & Lunine 1988) . Though water is the dominant volatile, the methane condensation front could also be significant ( §2).
We have shown that inward particle drift is a direct consequence of gas pressure decreasing radially outward. By the same physics, solids of all sizes drift into and collect within local pressure maxima (Whipple 1972 ), with τ s ∼ 1 particles accumulating fastest. If a pressure bump has a narrow radial width ℓ < r, even small amplitudes δP ∼ (ℓ/r)P will produce local maxima. 
Turbulent Stirring
The response of solids to turbulent gas is multi-faceted (see Toschi & Bodenschatz 2009 , especially their section 4.1). Over many eddy times, turbulence diffuses solids, vertically and radially. On shorter timescales, transient flow structures can have just the opposite effect: they can collect particles.
Many studies assume that turbulence in disks is Kolmogorov in character, and in our example calculations below we also adopt this view. We associate δv o , t o , and ℓ o ∼ δv o t o with the speed, turnover time, and length of the largest and fastest "outer scale" eddies. Smaller eddies of length scale ℓ have slower speeds δv ℓ ∼ δv o (ℓ/ℓ o ) 1/3 and shorter turnover times t ℓ = ℓ/δv ℓ ∝ ℓ 2/3 . The cascade of energy from larger to smaller scales terminates at the "inner scale," characterized by However the assumption of homogeneous, isotropic turbulence characterized by cascades of energy down to smaller scales may be incorrect. Simulations of MRI turbulence, both global (Fromang & Nelson 2005) and in large shearing boxes (Johansen et al. 2009a) , show that inverse cascades produce pressure perturbations that survive many tens of orbits and have in-plane sizes larger than h g . These coherent structures may accumulate particles by pressure trapping (Figure 3 , §3.1.2).
Particle-Particle Velocities
In active regions of the disk, relative gas-particle and particle-particle velocities may be dominated by turbulence (Kusaka et al. 1970 , Cameron 1973 , rather than the systematic drifts considered in §3.1.1. Voelk et al. (1980) derive integral expressions for these relative velocites, evaluating them numerically for Kolmogorov turbulence. Consider identical grains with t i < t s < t o , i.e. stopping times between the inner and outer scales. Collision speeds are acquired from eddies with a turnover time t ℓ ∼ t s . If t ℓ ≪ t s , coupling to the eddy is too weak to excite particle motion. If t ℓ ≫ t s , grains are so tightly coupled to the incompressible gas flow that they do not collide. Thus colliding grains have relative velocity δv p,p ∼ δv ℓ ∼ δv o (t s /t o ) 1/2 -which is not to be confused with the random speed of an individual particle,
For t s > t o , particles are loosely coupled to all eddies. During t s there are t s /t o kicks from the strongest, outer scale eddies, so the random walk in particle velocity saturates at δv p ∼ δv o / t s /t o (Youdin & Lithwick 2007) . Since the random walks of different particles are uncorrelated, the random velocity is now also the typical relative speed.
Combining our expressions for collision speeds gives
where the Stokes number St ≡ t s /t o . This agrees roughly with Voelk et al. (1980) . Weidenschilling (1984) provides more precise fitting formulae-further refined by Ormel & Cuzzi (2007) -that include important corrections for t s < t i and unequal particle sizes. Youdin & Lithwick (2007) confirm that orbital dynamics introduces only modest corrections when
(r/AU) −3/14 m s −1 can induce collision speeds faster than drift speeds (eqs. 13 and 14).
Diffusion and Particle Scale Height
On timescales > t o , turbulence diffuses particles spatially. Youdin & Lithwick (2007) compute, formally and by order-of-magnitude methods, the particle diffusivity D p as a function of the gas mass diffusivity D g . When τ s is small, orbital dynamics are negligible. If further the Stokes number St ≡ t s /t o < 1, then particles are well coupled to gas and D p ∼ D g . If St > 1, it takes t s for the loosely coupled particle to have its random velocity δv p (derived in the paragraph just above eq. 15) changed by order unity. Then
The time for particles to diffuse radially r 2 /D p is shorter than the drift time t r when α > τ s . Thus for α ∼ 10 −2 , sub-cm-sized particles are well coupled to the disk accretion flow; but see Takeuchi & Lin (2002) for possible height-dependent complications.
By equating the vertical diffusion time h 2 p /D p with the gravitational settling time t z , we find a turbulent dust scale height 
Turbulent Concentration Between Eddies
On timescales < t o , particles tend to be centrifugally flung out of high vorticity eddies, and funneled into their interstices of lower vorticity (Maxey 1987 , Eaton & Fessler 1994 , Toschi & Bodenschatz 2009 ). Since centrifugal support in eddy vortices makes them low pressure centers, turbulent concentration is consistent with the tendency of particles to seek high pressure ( §3.1.2, Youdin 2008). Particles of given t s are concentrated preferentially by eddies that turn over on the same timescale; in other words, particles are concentrated most strongly by eddies to which they are marginally coupled. In a Kolmogorov cascade, smaller eddies are more effective than larger eddies at concentrating their respective, marginally coupled particles. This is because vorticity ∼ δv ℓ /ℓ ∝ ℓ −2/3 , down to the dissipation scale where ℓ i ∼ 5(r/AU) 135/56 m and t i ∼ 30(r/AU) 9/4 s for F = 2, α ∼ 0.01, and
K . Turbulent concentration is special since it can collect τ s ≪ 1 particles. Those particles that are optimally concentrated are marginally coupled to the smallest eddies: they have t s = t i , which corresponds to s = s i ∼ 0.1 mm at 1 AU and s i ∼ 10µm at 30 AU, with some uncertainty in the viscosity (see footnote 2). Cuzzi et al. (2001) apply turbulent concentration to chondrules: objects having sizes 0.1-1 mm are optimally concentrated at r = 2.5 AU in their model disk, consistent with our estimate of s i above. The shape of the chondrule size distribution is well reproduced by turbulent concentration. This raises two interesting possibilities: (1) the chondrule size distribution was initially much wider, and has since been narrowed to the one observed today by turbulent concentration; or less likely (2) chondrules happen to form with sizes that closely match optimal concentration scales at the location of the asteroid belt.
The upper limit on concentration is set by mass loading, the backreaction of particles on the turbulence. In direct numerical simulations of s i -sized particles in turbulent gas, Hogan & Cuzzi (2007) find a maximum concentration factor Φ ≡ ρ p /ρ g ≈ 100 at the grid, i.e. dissipation scale. This maximum value obtains for moderate Reynolds numbers Re o = ℓ o δv o /ν and a box-averaged Φ = 1. Extrapolating these results using "cascade multipliers" (Sreenivasan & Stolovitzky 1995) , they show that max Φ ≈ 100 still applies at higher Re o . Maximal clumping at the dissipation scale yields a mass Φρ g ℓ 3 i equal to that contained in a compact 10-cm solid at r = 2.5 AU. However these clumps are unlikely to compactify because of their extremely short characteristic lifetimes, on the order of t i (Eaton & Fessler 1994 ). For our disk parameters, t i ∼ 4 minutes.
Cuzzi et al. (2008, hereafter CHS08
) introduce the possibility that s i -sized solids concentrate on much larger length scales ℓ * ∼ 10 4 km, or 10 5 ℓ i at r = 2.5 AU. The clump mass ∼Φρ g ℓ 3 * would correspond to a compact ∼20-km planetesimal, for Φ ∼ 100 concentration. Large scale fluctuations might arise as an "intermittent" phenomenon: deviations from self-similarity that show up in high order structure functions (Frisch 1996 ). Evidence exists for particle clumping at larger scales, i.e. in the inertial range of isotropic turbulence, but preferentially for particles larger than s i , with t s > t i (Bec et al. 2007 ). This is to be expected since eddies in the inertial range have turnover times longer than t i . Whether clumping of s i -sized or larger particles happens at astrophysically interesting amplitudes and rates is an active area of research.
CHS08 find that an ℓ * -scale clump is massive enough to survive ram pressure stripping as it plows through gas. They propose that self-gravity draws solids to the clump center at the terminal velocity, a process that lasts ∼100 orbits. The turbulence that is invoked to create the clump could still destroy it, since the lifetime of an ℓ * -eddy at 2.5 AU is t * ∼ t o (ℓ * /ℓ o ) 2/3 ∼ 0.007 orbit. Streaming instabilities ( §7.2) may aid in clump survival, as they show that mass loading can promote particle clumping in Keplerian disks. The enticing possibility that chondrules comprise first-generation planetesimals warrants further investigation in this area.
Eq. (16) for the turbulent dust scale height might need revision because turbulent concentration accelerates vertical settling (Maxey 1987) . The correction has not been investigated, but would apply for St ≪ 1. Turbulent concentration is also neglected in studies of grain growth by sticking, a subject to which we now turn.
PARTICLE GROWTH BY STICKING
Particles stick upon colliding if they move slowly enough, dissipate enough energy during impact, and are small enough-since surface area increases relative to mass for smaller bodies. We can estimate the relevant orders of magnitude by comparing the initial kinetic energy of two identical elastic spheres colliding at speed v col , with the surface binding energy at the moment of maximum deformation. From Hertz's law of contact, the radius of the compressed cap is
, where E is Young's modulus. The binding energy is ∼γb 2 , where γ is the surface tension from unsaturated bonds, and exceeds the collisional energy for v col < v stick ∼ 2.8 γ 370 erg cm −2 5/6 7 × 10 10 erg cm −3 In laminar disks, growth by sticking is expected to stall at ∼cm sizes. From equation (13) , radial drift velocities exceed ∼1 m s −1 -the sticking velocity for µm-sized monomers-once τ s ∼ 0.02, corresponding to particle sizes s ∼ 5 cm, 4 cm, and 2 mm at 1, 5, and 30 AU, respectively, for F = 2. Thus supercm particles would fail to accrete smaller grains that move with the gas. As judged by equation (17) (2005) find that in laminar disks, porous aggregates achieve equivalent compact sizes of a few cm before settling to the midplane, while particles assumed to be always compact grow up to 1 cm (see their Figure 3 , models S2, S5, and S6). calculate that in turbulent disks, porous bodies attain equivalent compact sizes of several cm, for α = 10 −2 at r = 1 and 5 AU.
In both these studies, µm-sized grains deplete, and the disk becomes optically thin, within ∼10 3 yr. This timescale is too short to be reconciled with astronomical observations of disk spectra. To maintain the population of small grains and the disk's optical depth over 1-10 Myr, models may need to account for collisional fragmentation of aggregates, or condensation of dust from silicate vapor in hot, active disk regions (Dullemond & Dominik 2005 ). Turbulent concentration of dust ( §3.2.3) could also be an important correction to coagulation models, not only because densities are enhanced, but because collision speeds are likely reduced in particle clumps, as measured in simulations of the streaming instability (Johansen et al. 2009b , §7.2).
CRITERIA FOR GRAVITATIONAL INSTABILITY
Dynamical Collapse
We analyze the stability of a planar, self-gravitating, rotating sheet of dust, modeled as a fluid (GW, Safronov 1969 ). For the moment we ignore interactions with gas. Unperturbed, the dust has surface density Σ, angular speed Ω, and barotropic pressure P (Σ) ∼ Σc 2 , where c is the velocity dispersion. For axisymmetric perturbations, the linearized equations for continuity and momentum read (e.g., chapter 6 of Binney & Tremaine 2008)
where perturbations are primed, Φ ′ is the perturbation gravitational potential, and κ = (rdΩ 2 /dr + 4Ω 2 ) 1/2 is the epicyclic frequency of radial oscillations-in practice nearly equal to Ω, its value for a Kepler potential. For WKB waves, perturbations ∝ e ı(krr+ωt) where k r r ≫ 1, and
Then (18)- (20) yield the well-known dispersion relation for axisymmetric waves:
which informs us that pressure stabilizes short wavelengths, rotation stabilizes long ones, and self-gravity de-stabilizes intermediate wavelengths when A standard expression for the vertical thickness of the dust layer is h p ≈ c/Ω (caveat emptor: (16) shows this is not valid when St ≪ 1). Then Toomre's criterion (22) translates into a thickness criterion
or equivalently, a requirement on the midplane density
which has the same scaling as the Roche criterion ( §1), but is smaller by a geometric factor of ∼20 that arises because the gravity of an axisymmetric ring is greater than that of a tidally distorted ellipsoid. The conditions for dynamical collapse differ by orders of magnitude from those afforded by the gas disk:
Turbulence would have to be exceptionally weak to allow particles to sediment to such a thin layer: from (16), α would need to be ∼ < 3 × 10 −7 τ s (F Z rel ) 2 (r/AU) 3/14 . Overcoming this obstacle-and showing that there are alternatives to dynamical collapse from a disk of uniform Solar abundance-are the goals of this review, with some of the main ideas summarized in Figures 2 and 4 . Sekiya (1983) solves for the linear stability of a midplane layer composed of perfectly coupled dust and gas. The layer is confined by the pressure of overlying gas layers. As with Toomre's calculation above, axisymmetry is assumed; however the midplane layer's vertical thickness is free to change. Dynamical instability occurs for midplane densities about 4 times greater than ρ * because gas pressure helps to stabilize the midplane layer. Since the layer is incompressible, in-plane motions give rise to out-of-plane "bulges." Though not modeled, slow sedimentation of dust to the centers of these bulges could produce km-scale planetesimals.
Toomre's criterion (22) is a good rule of thumb for deciding when self-gravity matters, but it misleads because it is derived for axisymmetric waves. In reality, GI proceeds non-axisymmetrically. Non-axisymmetric waves amplify when swung from leading to trailing by the background radial shear (Goldreich & Lynden-Bell 1965) . Waves grow even if Q > 1, but especially strongly as Q → 1. Toomre (1981) gives a delightful tutorial, explaining swing amplification as a near-resonance between radial shear, epicyclic motion, and self-gravity. Amplification is restricted to the interval, of duration ∼1/Ω, when wave pitch angles slew from about -1 to 1 rad; upon completion, λ r ∼ λ φ and amplitudes have grown by factors ∼ > 50 for Q ∼ < 1.2. Modes most prone to growth have λ φ ≈ λ crit . For these reasons, GW describe the disk's initial fragments as having a characteristic length L frag ∼ ξλ crit and mass M frag ∼ Σξ 2 λ 2 crit ≡ ξ 2 M crit , where ξ is an order unity parameter that contains our uncertainty about the spectrum of seed perturbations and how close Q is to unity. At r = 1 AU, M frag equates to a compact rocky planetesimal having size s frag ≈ 8(F Z rel /0.33)ξ 2/3 km; this estimate figures prominently in the lore of "kilometer-sized planetesimals."
Numerical N-body simulations of inelastically colliding particles verify that within 1-2 orbital periods, particles aggregate on the scale λ crit (Michikoshi et al. 2007 ). The linear mass scale M crit is not as prominent in either particle or gas simulations (Gammie 2001), partly because fragments accrete rapidly-suggesting that M crit be used cautiously, and probably as a lower limit.
Drag-Assisted Gravitational Instability
The stability properties discussed above pertain to dust treated as a single frictionless fluid. But gas-dust interactions can change this picture qualitatively. The simplest modification is to introduce drag terms to the momentum equations (Ward 1976 
The meaning of v ′ bears clarification. With drag, particles drift radially ( §3.1.1). Therefore perturbed quantities refer to a background with steady v r = 0, and our WKB analysis is restricted to t < t r . Backreaction on gas, whose properties are assumed fixed, is neglected.
When τ s ≪ 1, the drag-modified equations yield a new dispersion relation:
which implies that modes for which k r < 2πGΣ/c 2 are unstable-even when Q > 1! The fastest growing mode has λ fgm = 2c 2 /(GΣ) = Q 2 λ crit /2 and growth rate |ω fgm | = Ωτ s /Q 2 . Thus drag destabilizes long wavelength modes, on longer timescales, compared to the dissipationless case. These qualitative differencesin particular the removal of Toomre's Q-criterion-apply for a variety of drag regimes, and for cases that include turbulent diffusion of particles, accounted for by adding (D p /Σ)∂ 2 Σ ′ /∂t 2 to the right-hand side of (18) (Youdin, in preparation; Karim Shariff & Jeffrey Cuzzi, personal communication).
Goodman & Pindor (2000, hereafter GP00) explain the instability simply. In the unperturbed state, dust has constant surface density and drifts radially inward at constant velocity. An axisymmetric overdense ring of width ∆r exerts a gravitational pull radially inward at its outer edge. Provided h p ≪ ∆r ≪ h g , dust rotates faster there, while the gas velocity is unaltered. The increased drag causes dust to flow at a greater rate into the annulus. Likewise there is a flow into the annulus at the inner edge, where dust experiences less drag. Thus when combined with gas drag, self-gravity, no matter how weak, can draw particles into rings.
The stability of non-axisymmetric modes with dissipation is a largely open field. Noh et al. (1991) make some exploratory integrations of the linearized perturbation equations. In N-body simulations that include −v ′ /t s drag and a fixed gas velocity field, particles cluster more readily because gas drag damps their velocity dispersion (Tanga et al. 2004 ).
THIN DUST LAYERS: VERTICAL SHEARING INSTABILITIES
Particles may be prevented from settling to the midplane not only by turbulence intrinsic to the gas (e.g., sustained by the MRI), but also by turbulence triggered by the particles themselves (Weidenschilling 1980 ). We consider here instabilities caused by small τ s ≪ 1 solids that drive a vertical shear. In §7 we show that larger particles, in addition to inducing a vertical shear, can drive turbulence of a different character via relative streaming motions.
As dust settles, a particle-rich sublayer develops which orbits at nearly the full Keplerian velocity. The dust-poor gas above and below shears by at speeds approaching the pressure-supported value ηv K (eq. 8). Such a stratified shear flow is subject to a Kelvin-Helmholtz-type instability (KHI). For a non-rotating flow-which we later show turns out to be a fair analogue for actual vertically shearing flows in disks-the KHI can develop when the Richardson number
somewhere (Drazin & Reid 2004) , where g is the vertical gravitational acceleration and ρ = ρ p + ρ g (see Garaud & Lin 2004 , for the applicability of Ri to a dust-gas mixture). The square root of Ri is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency for buoyant vertical oscillations, divided by the shear rate ∂v φ /∂z. This is a sensible criterion: when the buoyancy frequency is small, vertically displaced fluid elements fail to return to their equilibrium positions before being whisked away by the background shear.
When we neglect self-gravity and approximate g ∼ −Ω 2 K h p , and further take ∂(ln ρ)/∂z ∼ −1/h p and |∂v φ /∂z| ∼ ηv K /h p , criterion (30) implies that the KHI prevents the sublayer from having a thickness less than
Thus the midplane density falls short of ρ * by a factor of ∼20/(F Z rel ), roughly consistent with findings by Cuzzi et al. (1993) , who use mixing length models for particle-laden turbulence scaled to laboratory experiments. If we insist that the disk be of bulk Solar composition, then achieving higher densities requires either that particles be larger (τ s ∼ > 1) so as to decouple from the turbulence, or that they clump locally ( §3.2.3, §7).
Nominally we can estimate, using (16) , that turbulence intrinsic to gas dominates the KHI when α ∼ > τ s (h p,Ri /h g ) 2 ∼ 3 × 10 −4 τ s (r/AU) 4/7 . Whether MRIdead zones ( §2) are sufficiently passive for the KHI to manifest remains an outstanding question. Our α scalings may not apply to the weak motions possibly excited by MRI-active surface layers (Gammie 1996 In one of the earliest works to treat the KHI in disks realistically by accounting for orbital differential rotation, Ishitsu & Sekiya (2003) numerically integrate the linearized perturbation equations and find that maximum growth factors increase strongly with midplane dust-to-gas ratios-so strongly that ρ p /ρ g is likely to stall at values just above unity in disks having bulk solar metallicity. Their conclusion is borne out by shearing box simulations (Chiang 2008 , Barranco 2009 ), performed in the limit that dust is perfectly coupled to gas (τ s → 0). These simulations demonstrate that despite the inclusion of orbital dynamics, Richardson numbers characterizing instability remain between 0.1 and 1 ( Figure 5 ). In retrospect this is not surprising, since rotational and radial shearing frequencies ∼Ω K are only of the same order as both the Brunt-Vaisala frequency, and the vertical shearing frequency h p,Ri /(ηv
K , when Ri ∼ 1. Nevertheless radial shear is critical for limiting the growth of perturbations that otherwise run away when only the Coriolis force is included (cf. Gómez & Ostriker 2005).
As pointed out by J. Goodman (personal communication; see Chiang 2008) , the KHI may not be the only instability at play. Dusty sublayers may also be baroclinically unstable: their isodensity surfaces, dominated by dust, do not align with their isobars, dictated by gas (Knobloch & Spruit 1985) . Axisymmetric baroclinic stability is assured by Ishitsu & Sekiya (2003) and by analogy with the Solberg-Hoiland criteria for rotating stars (Kippenhahn & Weigert 1990 ). Specifically, displacements at constant entropy are almost perfectly radial when vertical stratification of the dust is strong. Thus in a Keplerian disk, outward adiabatic displacements move toward regions of higher specific angular momentum, and are Rayleigh stable.
Aside from postulating large, aerodynamically decoupled particles, another way to prevent the shearing instability from forestalling GI is to substantially raise Z rel . Sekiya (1998) discovers that for flows with constant Ri(z) = 1/4, Z rel ≈ 6-30 can lead to ρ(z = 0) ≈ ρ * in a midplane cusp. In fact, by further increasing Z rel slightly, and accounting properly for vertical self-gravity, the cusp becomes singular: ρ(0) → ∞. YS perform similar calculations, finding ρ ≈ ρ * could be achieved for Z rel as low as 2, depending on disk parameters. They show that the cusp develops when ρ p ∼ > ρ g throughout the layer, which from (31) requires
. Physically, as solids are added, the buoyancy frequency increases, while the shear saturates at ηv K /h p . Numerical simulations, which as yet do not include vertical self-gravity, suggest Z rel ∼ > 5 to attain densities approaching ρ * (Chiang 2008 ). Mechanisms to achieve supersolar metallicities are shown in Figure 2 and described in §3.1.2.
Whether or not they are gravitationally unstable, thin dust layers for which ρ p ∼ > ρ g are also prone to the streaming instability ( §7.2), a mechanism that can further concentrate solids relative to gas when τ s = 0.
DRAG INSTABILITIES
The vertical shearing instability described in §6 arises in dense particle layers, even when dust is perfectly coupled to gas (τ s → 0). When relative motion between gas and dust is allowed (τ s = 0), new secular (i.e. requiring dissipation) instabilities arise. These drag instabilities can strongly clump particles relative to gas. As with vertical shear, drag instabilities require that ρ p /ρ g be large enough that particles backreact significantly on gas. Self-gravity is not required, in contradistinction to the drag-assisted GI of §5.2.
We describe two different models of drag instabilities. The secular dust layer instability (SDLI) of GP00 considers the drag arising from turbulent stresses on the stratified dust layer. The streaming instability (SI) of Youdin & Goodman (2005, hereafter YG05) accounts for the drag forces acting mutually between gas and particles in a laminar unstratified disk. Both analytic models-as well as numerical simulations that add extra physics to the SI )-show that particles clump.
Secular Instability of the Dust Layer
The SDLI uses a single-fluid, height-integrated, axisymmetric model of the dustrich sublayer. Dust-poor gas at the top and bottom of the sublayer shears by at relative speed ηv K , and is envisioned to be turbulent ( §6). These turbulent boundary layers exert drag on the dust layer. Turbulent surface stresses are assumed to be communicated throughout the entire layer; the detailed vertical response is, by construction, ignored. To calculate the turbulent drag, GP00 adopt prescriptions from GW and Cuzzi et al. (1993) for "plate drag," drawing an analogy with Ekman flow past a rigid plate. The SDLI generates overdense rings on orbital timescales, with radial widths comparable to the sublayer vertical thickness.
The use of the plate drag formula is not well founded, except perhaps if particles in the sublayer all had τ s ∼ 1 (Youdin & Chiang 2004 ). But GP00 argue that their results are more general, transcending the specific drag prescription used to obtain them. The crucial assumption underlying the SDLI is that drag is collective, i.e. it depends on the surface density of the sublayer. GP00 construct a toy model that demonstrates how any collective drag force leads to instability. The insights apply to drag instabilities generally, including the SI.
In the toy model, the sublayer is described by a 1D distribution of mass density Σ and velocity v:
where ν d (Σ) > 0 accounts for drag, and g < 0 serves as a proxy for gravity, pressure, and Coriolis forces. The equilibrium state has uniform mass density Σ 0 and inward drift velocity v 0 = g/ν d (Σ 0 ) ≡ g/ν 0 . We might imagine ν d increases with Σ-insofar as the plate drag torque is independent of Σ while the angular momentum of the sublayer is proportional to Σ, so that the drift speed decreases with increasing Σ-but the details are unimportant: instability arises as long as ν d and g depend on Σ differently. With no loss of generality, all of the Σ-dependence is relegated to ν d .
We take linear perturbations, denoted by primes, to have a Fourier dependence exp(Γt − ıkx). The drag coefficient is expanded
A non-zero drift v 0 is necessary for perturbations to ν d to enter linearly. The dispersion relation reads To understand the growth mechanism, we examine the eigenfunctions Σ ′ and v ′ , first Taylor expanding the growing mode about δ ν ,
and similarly expanding v ′ = v ′ 0 +v ′ 1 +v ′ 2 . By substituting these into the linearized eqs. (32)- (33) and equating terms of the same order, we see that
, oscillations are stable with wave speed ℑ(Γ 0 )/k = v 0 . This is a neutral mode where Σ ′ simply advects with the background flow. To first order in δ ν , v ′ 1 is anti-phased with Σ ′ ; if δ ν > 0, the drift speed decreases (increases) at density maxima (minima) due to the perturbed drag force; the wave does not amplify but its speed shifts by ℑ(Γ 1 )/k = −δ ν v 0 . To second order in δ ν , the acceleration of v ′ 1 is subject to drag, which induces a secondary flow v ′ 2 . Since v ′ 2 is −π/2 out of phase with Σ ′ , the mode grows, at rate Γ 2 . The phase shift enters because accelerations change sign at density extrema. Figure 6 depicts the eigenfunctions.
The toy model shows that essential components of drag instabilities include the background drift v 0 , which allows collective effects to enter linearly, and timedependent oscillations that drag forces overstabilize.
Streaming Instability
Since the streaming instability involves a minimal amount of physics-Keplerian orbital motion, gas pressure, and a drag acceleration that is linear in relative velocity-it supports the robustness of drag instabilities. YG05 uncover the SI by modeling gas and dust as two interacting fluids that obey
where
Vertical gravity is neglected, so r is the cylindrical radius. Youdin & Johansen (2007, hereafter YJ07) confirm that gas compressibility is justifiably neglected in (40), and that the fluid approximation for dust holds. 3
The steady-state solutions to (37)- (40) give Keplerian motion, plus radial and azimuthal drifts between dust and gas (Nakagawa et al. 1986 , §3.1.1). The relative streaming motion is linearly overstable (YG05), behaving similarly to the GP00 toy model. The main complication is that while unstable modes can be axisymmetric, they necessarily involve motions in all three directions.
Particle clumping occurs through the backreaction term in (38) 
. Since ρ g and t s are constant-by assumption in YG05, and to excellent approximation for subsonic flows-only perturbations to ρ p couple linearly to background streaming motions v p − v g . Thus particle clumping is required to extract energy from streaming motions, as in the GP00 toy model. The SI is ultimately powered by the background gas pressure gradient, which does work on radially flowing gas: −v gr ∂P/∂r > 0. Since streaming motions transport angular momentum inward, no energy is extracted from the Keplerian shear flow (YJ07).
The SI is controlled by two parameters: τ s and ρ p /ρ g 0 , the background dustto-gas ratio. While the SI always exists, growth is slow in the test-particle limit ρ p /ρ g ≪ 1, and in the perfect coupling limit τ s ≪ 1. As τ s → 1, background drift speeds peak, and modes can grow on orbital times.
The nonlinear consequences of the SI are best studied by computer simulations, which can selectively include other physics. Treating particles as a continuous fluid simplifies analytic calculations, but causes difficulties in numerical simulations. The use of artificial viscosity to avoid density discontinuities in the pressureless fluid can underestimate particle concentrations and otherwise compromise results. Alternatively, "hybrid" simulations model gas as a fluid on an Eulerian grid and solids with Lagrangian superparticles, each representing a swarm of actual particles. YJ07 simulate the linear growth of SI, and confirm that the hybrid and two-fluid approaches give convergent results. They also provide the eigenfunctions of growing Fourier modes, useful for testing codes with two-way drag forces (Balsara et al. 2009 , Ishitsu et al. 2009 ). perform nonlinear 3D simulations of the idealized SI using superparticles. Marginally coupled, τ s = 1 solids concentrate by factors of several hundred for a range of 0.2 < ρ p /ρ g < 3.0. Better coupled τ s = 0.1 particles give particle overdensities of several tens, but only for ρ p /ρ g > 1.
When ρ p /ρ g = 0.2, particle clumping is of order unity. Sample simulations are displayed in Figure 8 .
Realistically assessing how effectively the SI can concentrate particles requires that vertical stratification be included (e.g. Johansen et al. 2006a Johansen et al. , 2009b , hereafter JYM09), since high dust-to-gas ratios also trigger the KHI ( §6). JYM09 perform 3D hybrid simulations of τ s = 0.1-0.4 solids to study the combined effects of KHI and SI. They find a metallicity threshold for strong clumping: when Z rel increases from 2/3 to 4/3, the SI, unaided by self-gravity, triggers overdensities having ρ p > 10 3 ρ g . The Z rel threshold corresponds to ρ p /ρ g ∼ > 1 at the midplane, similar to the analytic criterion for the saturation of the KHI (YS). It remains to be seen if this threshold will shift, or be manifested differently, for smaller particles. Hybrid simulations with SI that include self-gravity are discussed in §8.
GRAVITATIONAL COLLAPSE INTO THE NONLINEAR REGIME
The fragmentation of the disk into marginally self-gravitating clumps is only the beginning of the story of planetesimal formation. About six orders of magnitude need to be traversed from the Roche density to solid density. Even if clumps survive buffeting by turbulence and ram pressure stripping (Cuzzi et al. 2008) , their further contraction is resisted by internal random motions and net angular momentum. Gas drag slows the sedimentation of particles toward clump centers, but it also enables such settling by braking the clump's rotation and damping random motions. For τ s ≪ 1, collapse proceeds on timescales longer than the free-fall time; how much longer is unclear. At large enough densities, inelastic collisions between particles further reduce random motions and accelerate gravitational collapse.
The popular notion that GI produces planetesimals having sizes on the order of a kilometer probably originates from GW, who recognize that a fragment having the full mass M frag ( §5) has too much angular momentum to collapse unimpeded to solid density. They propose instead that first-generation planetesimals form from overdense regions having horizontal sizes Σ p r 9/4 /(ρ 1/4 s M 3/4 * ) ≪ λ crit ; such clumps, if they conserve angular momentum, collapse into solid objects having sizes S ∼ 0.4F Z rel km, spinning just below break-up (see also §15.2 of Goldreich et al. 2004) . But this estimate is unjustified because it assumes that scales ≪ λ crit can collapse; this would require Q ≪ 1, and indeed GW assume unrealistically that c = 0.
While reliable analytic estimates of the sizes of first-generation planetesimals are lacking, numerical simulations have made great strides, providing a proof of principle that gravitational collapse can occur, even in turbulent flows. synthesize practically all of the physics described in this review by executing 3D, self-gravitating, vertically stratified, shearing box simulations of superparticles in MRI-turbulent gas. Particles all have τ s = 0.25-1. Three ways of concentrating particles manifest: trapping within transient maxima in gas pressure ( §3.1.2); the streaming instability ( §7.2); and self-gravity. Within only a few orbital periods, the largest bound cluster of superparticles attains a mass ∼3× that of the 450-km-radius asteroid Ceres-though collapse to solid densities is not explicitly followed because of finite grid resolution. Surprisingly, magneto-rotational turbulence hastens gravitational collapse, through pressure trapping. The main uncertainties of these simulations are the assumption that sticking produces the largish seed particles, having sizes of 15-60 cm at 5 AU; and the specific realization of MRI turbulence, which depends on the unknown net magnetic flux and on microscopic dissipation parameters that are too small to simulate exactly MRI turbulence, though it appears to aid gravitational collapse, is not a necessary ingredient. Figure 8 displays how bound clumps also form in an unmagnetized simulation (JYM09).
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
For a collection of grains within a protoplanetary disk to become gravitationally bound, their density ρ p must exceed the Roche density, which for typical parameters is over 1000 times the ambient gas density ρ g . Equivalently, the dust-to-gas ratio must be enhanced over the protosolar value by a factor of 60,000. Daunting as it may seem, the requirement may be met by several mechanisms, working in concert, that concentrate particles relative to gas.
It certainly helps to have a disk-or regions of the disk-with an abundance of solids relative to gas greater than that given by solar composition. The dustto-gas column density ratio Σ p /Σ g may need to be supersolar by factors of 2-10 ( §6; see also ) for planetesimals to form. The sharp rise in exoplanet detection rates with host star metallicity (Fischer & Valenti 2005) reinforces the importance of initial dust abundance. Disks can also become enriched with time, as pile-ups due to radial drifts and photoevaporation of gas increase Σ p /Σ g (Figure 2 ). Observations of gas giants are consistent with their origin in metal-enriched disks. Bulk metallicities range from ∼4× solar (Jupiter; §1) to ∼50× solar (HD 141569; Sato et al. 2005 ).
Two popular misconceptions deserve correction. First, self-gravity need not be comparable to stellar tides before its effects are felt. Gas drag on particles, abetted by arbitrarily weak self-gravity, collects particles into overdense axisymmetric rings ( §5). Second, gas turbulence does not necessarily obstruct GI. There is growing evidence that magneto-rotational turbulence creates long-lived pressure maxima that can trap particles ( §3.1.2, §3.2).
The above concentration and enrichment mechanisms-combined with vertical settling (Figure 2 )-can eventually lead to ρ p /ρ g ∼ 1. This condition presents a much lower hurdle than the Roche criterion, or even Toomre's Q-criterion. Having as much inertia in particles as in gas paves the way for collective drag effects-notably the streaming instability-that can clump particles still further, all the way to Roche density. Figure 4 illustrates the size ladder that dust must climb to form planets, identifying key processes.
Below we chart possible courses for future work:
1. Chondrules-arguably the building blocks of first-generation planetesimalswere flash-heated in an extremely dust-rich environment, with ρ p possibly exceeding ρ * ( §1). That none of the concentration mechanisms discussed in this review (see §3.2.3) explains how they were heated indicates our story may be incomplete. In shock models for chondrules, the isothermal post-shock gas density exceeds the pre-shock density by the square of the shock Mach number, a factor of about 30-just enough for ρ g ≈ ρ * . This opens the exciting possibility of a violent origin for both chondrules and planetesimals, though leaves unidentified the source of such strong shocks. 2. To what extent does dust settle to the disk midplane? The answer depends on stirring by turbulence, whether driven by the solids or externally imposed. Common idealizations-notably that the dust density profile in otherwise laminar disks has constant Richardson number Ri ≃ 1/4-hold only approximately at best, as shown by simulations performed in the limit that dust and gas are perfectly coupled (Chiang 2008 , Barranco 2009 ). Longterm evolution of the dust distribution requires relaxing the perfect coupling assumption, so that dust can sediment out of gas. Novel numerical approaches such as implicit time evolution and multiple time stepping will need development. The wide separation between stopping, orbital, and sedimentation timescales could reveal new phenomena. There may not even be a steady state to which dust settles. In laminar disks, the dust distribution may cycle through long periods of settling interrupted by brief bursts of nonuniform turbulence wherever Ri drops below unity.
3. Simulations that include the streaming instability (e.g., find that particles moderately coupled to gas-having stopping times τ s ≥ 0.1-clump strongly enough to undergo gravitational collapse. Does the same conclusion apply to yet smaller solids, increasing the overlap between process 1-growth by sticking-and process 3 in Figure 4 ? Pessimistically, smaller solids might not settle to a layer with ρ p /ρ g ∼ > 1 where streaming instabilities are most effective. Also clump lifetimes decrease with decreasing stopping time (Figure 7 , §3.2.3). Optimistically, particle concentration is observed in current simulations to increase with finer grid resolution, with no convergence as yet. An adaptive mesh applied to a shearing box would be a powerful tool to track the densest particle clumps.
Together points 2 and 3 emphasize that elucidating the respective roles of sticking and self-gravity requires bridging our understanding of particle dynamics from the aerodynamically well-coupled to the marginally decoupled. 4. The post-Roche evolution of particle clusters is largely unexplored. A cluster could fragment into multiple ones, much as interstellar gas clouds undergo hierarchical fragmentation as the Jeans mass decreases with higher density. The number of fragments could be large if the initial overdensity is an azimuthally extended ringlet. A record of the initial mass function for planetesimals might even be preserved today, in the mass functions of as-teroids and Kuiper belt objects (Morbidelli et al. 2009 ). Extremely widely separated binaries (Petit et al. 2008 ) may be gravitationally collapsed clusters that fissioned. . The surface densities of gas (left) and τ s = 1.0 solids (right) are azimuthally-averaged and plotted versus radius x (in units of h g ) and time t (in orbits). Magneto-rotational turbulence drives gas fluctuations, to which particles passively respond via drag forces. The order-unity particle density fluctuations overlap the ∼1%-scale gas density fluctuationsequivalent to the pressure fluctuations for the assumed isothermal gas. Careful inspection shows that solids collect slightly downstream (smaller x) from local pressure maxima since this is where local gradients ∂P/∂x > 0 cancel the global ∂P/∂r < 0 (see §3.1. The relevance of a given mechanism tends to be restricted to a certain range of particle sizes, indicated crudely by the arrows on the ladder. The ranges shown are subject to debate and actively researched. The least well explored is shown by a dashed arrow: drag-assisted GI ( §5.2). Dimensionless stopping times τ s ≡ Ω K t s are shown for r = 1 AU; some processes are aerodynamic and depend more on τ s than on particle size. The box-averaged Σ p / Σ g = 0.02. The x(y) axis is parallel to the radial (azimuthal) direction, and measured in units of the gas scale height. The simulation first evolved for 40 orbits without self-gravity, during which particles settled to the midplane and triggered vertical shearing and streaming instabilities; strong clumping resulted. This snapshot is taken 5 orbits after self-gravity was turned on. The bound fragments contain ∼20% of the total mass in solids; each has a mass comparable to a compact planetesimal having a size 100-200 km.
